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Our fi ve pillar vision, being commitment, fl exibility, trust, reliability and passion 

is the basis of our corporate philosophy. Our personal approach and proactive 

problem solving techniques are constantly being measured and developed 

to ensure we stay ahead in our fi eld.

 ITN has consistently developed our global reach over this period of time and is now well 

positioned to connect Cuba with all corners of the world. Our far reaching network allows 

us to act as a single source provider for all logistical needs, bringing the world closer within 

your reach. 

Whether you are importing or exporting, looking for new markets or just logistical infor-

mation and expertise, ITN can be your single point of contact of all modes of transportation and 

related services.

Serving Cuba 
for over 15 years

ITN
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Dominic Soave

Publisher

I t is a pleasure to welcome you to the latest issue of 

Cubaplus, our 23rd. As you delve into its many offerings, 

I am sure you’ll agree that it continues to provide the 

usual variety of quality articles that provide a window 

into the reality of Cuba.

One such article is on the Havana Trade Fair (FIHAV), 

which in November celebrates its 30th year of promoting 

trade in the Caribbean and Latin America. Canadians can 

feel proud that their country has a highly visible presence 

at this fair, ranking third and second among Cuba’s trading  

and investment partners, respectively.

We are also proud to say that Cubaplus recently celebrated 

its sixth anniversary, with an art exhibition and a fabulous 

program of music, dance and fashion provided by some of 

Cuba’s talented artists. The enthusiastic turnout included 

representatives of the Canadian Embassy and Prensa Latina 

News Agency, which helps to produce Cubaplus. Check out 

the article and photos in  this issue.

Also in this issue, we continue our tradition of providing 

insightful information on Cuba’s tourist attractions. Varadero 

is one of the favourite destinations of Canadians who travel 

to Cuba, and we made sure to include a must-read article 

that describes all that it has to offer, beyond its renowned 

sun, surf and sand. As the headline says, it’s “more than a 

beach.”

As for Havana, read about the El Floridita Restaurant-Bar, 

Ernest Hemingway’s favourite, which turns 195 years old 

this year, as well as about master rum makers, the history 

of the daiquiri, and the recently-opened BellaHabana 

restaurant. You can also learn about the Isle of Youth – its 

history, present reality and tourist attractions, including 

crystal-clear waters for divers, black-sand beaches and 

fascinating archaeological sites.

And while we’re on the subject of tourism, it gives us great 

pleasure to introduce you to Cubaplus Travel, a company 

that is offering exciting and innovative vacation options in 

Cuba that include education and health and wellness, and 

that is rooted in Cubaplus Magazine and Ontario-based 

International Career Studies.

You’ll also find an interesting article about Comercia-

lizadora de Servicios Médicos Cubanos, a state entity 

that fosters cooperation between Cuba and other coun-

tries in health services and provides healthcare pro-

grams in Cuba, including mobile medical teams, health 

education and professional development, and care 

for the elderly. Also, you’ll be delighted to learn that  

a Canadian therapeutic clown has been sharing her tools of  

the trade with La Colmenita, Cuba’s internationally re-

nowned Children’s theatre troupe which recently visited 

Canada. Laughter is healing, and La Colmenita intends  

to take their laugh therapy to Cuban health centres.

No issue of Cubaplus is complete without culture, and in 

these pages you can read about famous Cuban engraver 

and painter Ángel Ramírez, self-taught sculptor Pedro 

Yoan Batista Fuentes, legendary Cuban trova guitarist, 

singer and composer Compay Segundo, and the 10th  

Riviera Maya Jazz Festival in Mexico. For sports enthu-

siasts, don’t miss the article on Cuban boxer Teofilo Ste-

venson, viewed by many  as the greatest amateur fighter  

in the world.

And as always, you’ll find much more in our magazine  

for your enjoyment and discovery.
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ara ero
more than a beach

Although it is considered to be the most 

beautiful beach in Cuba and one of 

the most beautiful in the Caribbean, 

Varadero is a destination with an appeal 

that goes beyond just the sun and the sea; tourists are 

also attracted to its natural, cultural, historical and 

recreational beauty.

Located on the Hicacos Peninsula, north of Matanzas 

province, Varadero comprises 22 kilometers of white 

sandy beaches and crystal clear waters lined with 

dozens of mostly four and five-star hotels, which 

are visited every year by half of the tourists who  

come to Cuba.

By Mercy Ramos  /  Photos by Mintur
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Its other attractions include natural caves, large virgin 

cays and magnificent coastal landscapes, with many 

species of local fauna.

Diving and water sports lovers will also find that 

Varadero offers many exciting activities, with marinas, 

diving centres and fishing spots, and the possibility of 

exploring seabeds with more than 40 types of coral  

and other species, including 70 types of shellfish.

Varadero’s water sports facilities provide visitors with 

excellent conditions for diving, including fully-equipped 

diving boats and qualified personnel. They also offer 

lessons for beginners and for experienced divers wishing 

to improve their skills. Upon completion of the course, 

graduates receive their international certificates.

A dolphinarium, open daily, also provides the possibility 

for tourists to experience an unforgettable swim with 
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dolphins. Varadero’s 18-hole golf course, currently 

the only one in the country, is also available to 

those wishing to practice that sport in the most 

ideal conditions.

Fans of music, dancing and singing can visit 

countless nightclubs along Varadero´s  beautiful 

beach; an amphitheater with space for several 

thousand people that hosts great musical events, 

and the famous Tropicana Cabaret, on the road 

between the city of Matanzas and the beach.

For those wishing to combine their vacation with 

an educational experience, the Plaza America 
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Convention Center, located right next to 

the beach, holds conferences and seminars 

all year, including economic, scientific, and 

cultural events, and trade shows. Plaza 

America, where the 2013 International Tourism 

Fair will take place, is an ideal location with 

first-class facilities, including a press centre, 

an international communications centre 

and a shopping centre. It also has a team of 

specialists and interpreters.
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This year, the Havana Trade Fair (FIHAV) 

will kick off  on November 4, celebrating its 

30th year of fostering fair trade.

The fi rst edition, in 1982, was attended 

by 88 entrepreneurs from just three countries: Spain, 

Panama and the host nation, Cuba. At the time, many 

thought it would not thrive; however, it has become 

the largest trade fair in the Caribbean, and one of 

the most important in Latin America. Today, it 

is attended by 1,500 companies from 60 countries, 

and the last edition featured 2,764 foreign and 

919 national exhibitors in the past edition.

Year after year this event has resulted in increased 

business for Cuba, which now has trade relations 

with 180 countries.

A signifi cant presence of entrepreneurs is expected for 

this 30th edition, because the fair has become a must for 

many business people who are interested in Cuban and 

Latin American exports.

Along with setting the stage for the signing of many 

commercial contracts, FIHAV also provides participants 

with the possibility of learning about newly released 

products from Cuba and from other attending countries. 

ro o ing ra e for ree e a es
By Mercy Ramos  / Photos by Vladimir Molina

Cubaplus and partners’ stands at FIHAV 2011.
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Participants can see high-quality products displayed 

at the fair, many of which receive awards in a variety  

of categories from a highly professional jury.

Major presence from Canada

Canadian entrepreneurs have a relevant presence 

at the fair each year, reflecting the traditional trade 

links between Cuba and Canada, which go back five  

decades.

Speaking at the opening of Canada’s pavilion during the 

fair’s 29th edition, the Canadian ambassador, Matthew 

Levin, stated that although Cuba and Canada differ in 

climate, culture, and political and economic systems, 

“these differences have never prevented us from having 

a friendly relationship and open dialogue based on 

mutual respect in the search for sharing, identifying  

and seeking mutual benefits”.

Regarding trade, Levin added that “our govern-ments are 

giving priority to increasing our economies’ sustainability 

and prosperity, and the fair is a great opportunity to  

bring together our respective business communities”.

According to official figures, Canada ranks third among 

Cuba’s trading partners with trade growing by 30% 

in 2009. It also ranks second among investors on the 

island, with investments in key fields such as mining, 

agriculture, tourism and food production. Some of 

the Canadian companies attending the fair include  

Palmex International Inc. (www.palmex-international.

com), Franke Kindred Canada and Franke Coffee Systems 

(www.frankekindred.com), Romexim Canada Inc., NAIT 

(www.nait.ca/cit) and Diesel Electric Services. 

View of  the Central Pavilion at FIHAV 2011.
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i ber o S i
Meyer Lansky’s Cuban Chef

The interview with this celebrated Cuban chef took place when he was 76 

years old, nearly 15 years before his death on April 9, 2010. This is the first 

time that this account of the mafia’s presence in Cuba has been published 

in its entirety.

By Roberto F. Campos / Photos by Prensa Latina
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In the film Godfather II, Hyman Roth, a character 

based on mobster Meyer Lansky, asks for his 

cook upon arriving in Havana. The character to 

whom he was referring was a real-life celebrated 

Cuban chef who lives in Havana, and who has many  

stories to tell.

Today, Gilberto Smith Duquesne is a 76-year-old man in 

good health, with five grown children and a great deal of 

life experience that has been linked to many legendary 

characters. One of these legends is mobster Meyer Lansky, 

for whom he worked as a chef. 

Smith begins by telling us how he started his culinary 

journey at the age of nine, assisting his father, and by the 

time he was 12, he was a cook at a guesthouse in the Old 

Havana district.

After several short stints, he started working at the now-

defunct Siboney Hotel on the corner of Prado and Neptuno 

streets in Old Havana, which housed some 500 Jewish 

refugees of World War II.

There, Smith learned how to prepare many Jewish 

dishes, which nourished his successful culinary career. 

In the 1940’s and 1950’s, he worked at many of Havana’s 

top restaurants and cafeterias such as El Cosmopolita, El 

Patio, La Zaragozana, Floridita and Miami, as well as in the 

Inglaterra and Plaza hotels. Soon after, he began working 

at the Carmelo, where the wealthiest people of the area 

came to lunch.

It was there that he met Meyer Lansky, who by then was 

doing business with the government of Fulgencio Batista, 

involving the American mafia´s taking over a strip of the 

Havana coastline to build casinos and other facilities 

of the like. It was also the best time for Cuban cuisine,  

said Smith.

e er an .
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Tailing Lansky was his lawyer, Julius Rosengard, and other 

colleagues, all of Jewish descent, who were rich and “of sober 

presence”, Smith remembers.

When Lansky assembled his team of chefs to work at the 

newly opened and mafia-operated Hotel Riviera, located near 

the Carmelo, Smith was chosen third from 89 candidates. The 

salary offered was 570 pesos a month plus tips, all of it “under 

the table.” This was quite lucrative, since all salaries were 

controlled by the union, which only allowed a maximum of  

250 pesos monthly per employee.

At the Riviera one morning, Smith approached Lansky and 

offered to cook for him in place of the usual chef who was absent 

that day. The mobster, astonished, asked Smith if he knew how to 

prepare his completely Jewish breakfast. “If it’s bad, you can fire 

me,” Smith replied. He passed the test, and from then on, he was 

Lansky’s personal chef in Cuba.

Smith was an expert in preparing Jewish cuisine and soon  

received gifts from his boss. “I knew that if he reached for 

his right pocket, he would take out a thousand-dollar bill, 

and if he reached for his left pocket, it would be for a five 

hundred dollar bill; these were the only amounts he carried.” 

Indeed, Lansky was always very generous with Smith, who 

says, “He always asked about my family.” Smith explained, 

“When the revolution triumphed in 1959, he (Lansky) called 

me and asked me to go with him to the US.” He guaranteed 

Smith a very good salary and good care for his whole family, 

but Smith rejected the offer. “I am Cuban and this is where  

I will stay”.

Chef to the stars

Smith worked for a long list of celebrities including singer 

Nat King Cole; actress Brigitte Bardot; former French 

President Jacques Chirac; former Greek Prime Minister 

Andreas Papandreou; French chanteuse Edith Piaf; French 

entertainer Maurice Chevalier, and King Faruk of Egypt. In 

the 1960’s-70’s Smith worked in the Cuban embassy in Paris, 

France. From there, he travelled to many other places.

Throughout his travels and adventures, he has visited more 

than 80 countries, including France, Belgium, Spain, Germany, 

Greece, Japan, USA, Canada, and Mexico. On one of these  

trips, the recipe for “Coffee Lobster” was born.

He was in Paris preparing a Lobster Thermidor, which 

usually takes around two hours. He dropped a glass of 

coffee in the mixture by accident. “I tried to erase the  

flavour with cream, milk, cheese, nothing worked”. He 

then decided to send the dish to the table of Paul Berliet, 

a famous French gourmet. He was worried but was later 

congratulated by Berliet, who asked him about the recipe. 

He just told him, “It was made especially for you.” He 

later won several awards in Italy and Belgium with that  

same recipe.

Smith has received more than 50 national and international 

awards and is an honourable member of various culinary 

organizations. He also has taught in universities around  

the world, including in British Columbia, Canada.
in er at in  Cole. Fren h hante e  ith Piaf.

For er ree  Pri e ini ter  
An rea  Pa an reo .

For er Fren h Pre i ent  
a e  Chira .

he Car elo  a re ta rant in the i tin i he  
Ve a o i tri t.

l Flori ita re ta rant.
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For a group of Architecture students 

from Woodbury University, USA, what 

began as an academic activity became a 

unique cultural experience of Cuba and 

its reality.

As part of a program sponsored by the José Martí 

Cultural Society, the students traveled to the 

Caribbean island in June to perform work related 

to their school curriculum and, at the same time, to 

learn about a nation.

Jannette V. Fischer, Professor of Intercultural 

Communication at the University of California, told 

Cubaplus that the objective of this type of initiative  

is to give young people an interdisciplinary expe-

rience through which they can obtain their own 

perception of the Caribbean nation.

Joseph Veliz and Bryan Rincón, students at 

Woodbury University, said that visiting the island 

provided them with a unique experience, “because 

we have not only been able to visit highly valuable  

By Martha Andres Roman /  Photos by Ferval and Mintur

eri ans in eres e
in earning abou  Cuba s  rea i y
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historic structures, but also see how beautiful this 

country and its people are, totally different from 

what we had previously heard.”

This was the second trip to Cuba by young students 

from the Burbank-based University. Another is 

planned for December 2012, reflecting the interest 

of a growing number of American citizens who 

want to knowm more about the Caribbean country 

and its situation, despite restrictions imposed  

by Washington.

In 2004, U.S. president George W. Bush ended 

people-to-people travel programs, adopted five 

years earlier by his predecessor, Bill Clinton, under 

the claim that they were an attempt to elude 

a ban on tourism that is part of the economic, 

commercial and financial embargo imposed on 

Cuba more than 50 years ago.

While the Barack Obama Administration has 

suspended several of the restrictions imposed by 

Bush, traveling to the island is tightly controlled 

by a series of regulations issued by the Office of 

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) of the U.S. Treasury 

Department.

Thus, American citizens are only allowed to travel 

to Cuba after obtaining licenses for activities  

such as academic and student exchanges, with 

limitations on the amount of money they can spend 

and on the agenda they follow during their stay.

Despite these requirements, officials of the 

Cuban Institute of Friendship with the Peoples 

(ICAP) said that in recent months there had been 

a substantial increase in U.S. groups traveling 

to Cuba to get a closer look. Such was the case 

of the Cuba Research Trip group, consisting of 

43 Americans who visited the Caribbean nation 

in February 2012.

Miguel Melendez, one of the trip organizers, 

stressed the participants’ interest in learning 

about Cuban society and its special features. With 

similar intentions, Michael Barglow, a retired 

teacher from California who traveled to the island 

in March, came to do research on education and 

the Cuban literacy campaign.

These are people who, like Professor Fischer, feel  

a great attraction to Cuba. According to the  

scholar, she greatly identified with the 

multiculturalism and mixture existing within 

the Caribbean nation, “which cannot be seen 

anywhere else.”

annette V. Fi her  Profe or of the niver it  
of California.

i hael 
ar low  

retire  tea her 
fro  California.
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The sixth anniversary celebration of 

Cubaplus magazine, held in Havana,  

was a feast of culture and fashion that 

opened with an art exhibit. Created 

with the goal of sharing all of the wonders of Cuba 

with the world, and of establishing the country as 

one of the Caribbean’s best tourist destinations, 

Cubaplus has achieved this through its originality 

and aesthetic creativity, present since the start.

The event, which was held at the historic Hotel 

Nacional de Cuba, was attended by many friends,  

including some 20 Cuban artists whose work has 

been featured in our pages. Twenty-six pieces by 

painters and photographers were on display in the 

hotel’s Vedado Hall during the celebration.

The event’s host, Cubaplus founder and director, 

Dominic Soave, thanked everyone present 

for their continued support and reiterated the 

magazine’s commitment to showing the world the 

beauty of Cuba’s culture. Patrick Picard, Political 

Cuba us aga ine
Photos by José Tito Meriño and Ferval

 o ini  oave  Cubaplus fo n er an  ire tor  aitte arrero  li hin  vi e re i ent of the 
Pren a atina new  a en  Patri  Pi ar  Politi al Co n elor of the e a  of Cana a in C a.
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Counselor of the embassy of Canada in Cuba, 

spoke about the importance of Canadian tourism  

to Cuba, and praised the role played by Cubaplus 

in further bolstering the nearly 65-year-old 

relationship between the two countries. Likewise, 

Maitte Marrero, publishing vice-president of the 

Prensa Latina news agency, which, together with the 

Cubaplus staff, produces our magazine, emphasized 

that Cubaplus has gained ground among readers’ 

preference.

The celebration included performances by young 

Cuban singers Laritza Bacallao and Isis Flores 

in the hotel gardens. Bacallao performed songs 

from her Cuban and international repertoire, and 

Flores, accompanied by her band and dancers from 

the Danza Contemporanea company, performed 

songs ranging from pop rock to rumba. Cuban 

fashion provided an elegant closure to a perfect 

evening, with the presentation of designer Viera 

Reinoso’s “In Black and White” collection.

For more information
www.cubaplusmagazine.com

C an in er arit a a allao.

C an in er I i  Flore  in the hotel ar en .
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Travelers wishing to visit Cuba have a new 

vacation option through newly formed 

Cubaplus Travel, one that includes education, 

and health and wellness. Traditionally, the 

majority of tourists who visit Cuba each year spend 

most of their vacation enjoying its beautiful beaches; 

unaware of the fact that Cuba has so much more to offer. 

In conversation with Cubaplus Travel executive director, 

Rosemary Toscani, she explains that the company offers 

an exciting new kind of tourism to Cuba – one that offers 

educational enrichment, adventure, and health and 

wellness programs and services. Among the programs 

offered is the opportunity to study Spanish in Cuba, learn 

photography, dance, yoga and cooking. Although these 

programs have attracted the interest of all travelers to 

Cuba, it largely appeals to the baby boomer generation, 

who are nearing retirement. Generally, those belonging 

to this generation identify travel as one of their primary 

objectives in retirement. Moreover, they desire travel that 

includes an educational component, so they can combine 

their leisure time with courses and seminars of personal 

interest.  In addition, Cubaplus Travel’s programs offer 

on-site, specialized health and wellness services such as 

physiotherapy treatments, for those who are reluctant  

to travel for longer periods, for reasons of health.

When we asked her why she chose Cuba, Toscani cited 

the fact that it has among the best education and health 

care systems in the world. In Cuba, there is strong support 

for education, and health and wellness, which makes it an 

ideal location for this kind of tourism offering. “Cuba has 

excellent conditions to offer health and education services, 

and a great climate. That is why we chose it for this venture. 

Also Cuba has highly skilled and qualified professionals  

Cuba us Trave  
a ifferen  ouris

By Mercy Ramos
Photos by José Meriño

in the fields of health and education, which is a key factor  

in the delivery of these programs.”

CareerQuest

Cubaplus Travel has its roots in Cubaplus Magazine, and 

in CareerQuest, a Canadian company that operates in 

Ontario, and delivers education, and health and wellness 

programs targeted to assisting people to find meaningful 

and gainful employment. Founded in 1998, it specializes 

in working with persons with disabilities, said President 

Robert Toscani.

Our work, added Robert Toscani, is to help all people, 

but particularly those who are disabled, physically  

or mentally, either from birth, or through accident or 

injury.

C a l  ravel e e tive ire tor  
o e ar  o ani.

arar  to ri  fa ilitie .

o e ar  o ani  C a l  ravel Pre i ent o ert  
o ani an  Ale i  e .
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Contact: www.cubaplusmagazine.com
                   www.careerquestcanada.com
                   1.888.542.1054

“Since there are few organizations that specialize in 

these areas, and in the way that we do, our company 

grew rapidly. By 2007, CareerQuest became an industry 

leader. We offer a wide variety of services to our clients. 

Because we work with adults, our facilities do not look  

like traditional schools, rather like training centres,  

located in premium office settings and equipped with  

high-quality training materials and state-of-the-art 

computer resources. Moreover, our staff comprises  

highly qualified rehabilitation professionals, and  

instructors who have experience working with persons 

with disabilities.”

In recent years, CareerQuest expanded its services 

to include ESL and internship programs for interna-

tional students. This has attracted students from 

countries like Japan, France, Italy and Mexico 

who wish to gain international training and work 

experience. In the winter months, many of these 

students choose to take advantage of Cubaplus 

Travel’s educational and internship offerings in 

Cuba, where the tropical climate greatly contrasts  

with the cold Canadian climate.

With Cubaplus Travel there is a new door opening for 

travelers – one that offers travel far beyond sun and  

sand, and has travelers leaving Cuba with so much more 

than they came with.
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I or a
Close to the sea, in Havana’s lush Miramar 

district, stands Alto Cedro Villa, a house that 

seems frozen in time, and that inspires peace, 

positive energy, tranquility and joy in all of its 

visitors. It is home to countless stories and the personal 

artifacts of the celebrated Cuban trova guitarist, singer and 

composer Máximo Francisco Repilado Muñoz (1907-2003), 

a.k.a. Compay Segundo.

Segundo’s most famous composition is Chan Chan, 

the opening track on the Buena Vista Social Club album, 

whose four opening chords are instantly recognizable 

all over the world. Some of his songs, compiled on the 

album Las flores de la vida (The Flowers of Life)(2001), 

were finished in the villa and were later recorded by 

the Ferrara Symphonic Orchestra in Italy, according 

to his son, Salvador Repilado. Repilado, who is 

Compay Segundo
By Nubia Piqueras Grosso  /  Photos by Vladimir Molina
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director of the Compay Segundo Museum House and 

the Compay Segundo Band, says that it was here at 

the villa that his father learned about the success of  

the only play he ever wrote, Se secó el arroyito (The 

little stream dried up), which debuted in 2001 at 

Havana’s National Theatre and was based on his song 

of the same name.
On the walls of the house hang several pictures of 

Compay Segundo posing with renowned local and 

international figures, including Cuban musicians Silvio 

Rodríguez and Polo Montañez, legendary French singer, 

Charles Aznavour, Fidel Castro, and Pope John Paul II,  

who Compay met during a visit to the Vatican.

The Museum House was the idea of Abel Prieto, advisor 

to the President of Cuba, who wanted to create a special 

place where people could remember the music created 

by Segundo. Visitors to the museum can admire a variety 

of artifacts that characterized Segundo’s extraordinary 

life. Among them are his hat, clarinet, and smoking 

eft an  a ove  o e of e n o  awar  an  fa o  hoto with 
Fi el Ca tro.
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pipe; gifts he received from his fans, and most notably, 

the Grammy Award that he won in 1997, together with  

the members of the Buena Vista Social Club. While 

touring the museum, visitors can also enjoy listening 

to the rhythms of popular songs played by him  

and his band.

Its effect on the Community

The Museum House, a space for the love and revival 

of Cuba’s musical roots, has also fostered work in the 

community, especially in neighbouring schools and  

senior citizen centers. Among the programs initiated is 

one that provides assistance to the Senior  Choir that sings 

Segundo’s songs. Also, an aim of the cultural institution is 

to encourage young Cubans to consider music as a career 

and to create ethical and moral values, said Repilado.

While talking with Cubaplus, Repilado stated that 

the institution’s strategies include support  for music 

conservatories and cultural projects, such as the theater and 

festivals like Cubadisco and Habano 2012.

For five years the museum has been working with 

several Cuban artists who have donated part of their 

work to charity and to the museum, for exhibition. 

Renowned artists such as Eduardo Roca (Choco), Alexis 
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Leyva Machado (Kcho), Roberto Fabelo, Manuel 

Alfredo Sosabravo, and 20 other artists have created 

work immortalizing Segundo’s legend. Their paintings 

have nourished the funds of programs created to  

fight cancer, said Yanetsy Fernández, one of the 

museum’s  directors.

Part of the museum’s work is to sponsor activities for 

the children’s wing of Havana’s Oncological Hospital, 

to make their life more pleasant and joyful by filling 

their hearts with music, said the son of Segundo, who 

has performed humanitarian work of his own in support  

of people’s health and well-being.

The project also comprises a line of clothing for 

smokers, presented at the 2012 Habanos Festival under 

the Compay Segundo brand, and marketed by Lauros, of 

Cuba’s Ministry of Agriculture. The line features humidors, 

lighters and cigar cutters, ties, pants, shirts and t-shirts, 

said Fernández.

But the most important mark left by the ambassador 

of hope and peace, as Compay Segundo was described 

by John Paul II, is his band, which was founded in  

1955, and which recently toured France to celebrate 

what would have been Segundo’s 105th birthday. 

The tour included a special concert in Paris, where  

Segundo was always welcome.

“With this program, we are reliving the historical event 

that the French media described as the storming of 

Paris’s Bastille by Compay Segundo”, Repilado said. 

Segundo, who first played the clarinet and was known 

for his innovation, also learned to play the guitar and 

the Cuban tres (a guitar-like instrument with three  

sets of two strings), which became his instrument 

of choice. He was also the inventor of the armónico,  

a Cuban tres with a seventh string.

Today, the Compay Segundo Band continues to captivate 

audiences of all generations, from all continents. Among 

its missions is to preserve and enhance the musical 

contributions of Compay Segundo. The band’s most 

recent record, Siempre Compay (Unicornio Records, 2005), 

is proof of their commitment to maintain Segundo’s 

legacy.

One thing is certain, Compay Segundo’s musical 

biography captures three things he believed in very 

deeply: people, love and respect.
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EVENTS
8th International SCQ 

Congress on Chemistry, 

Chemical Engineering and 

Biochemistry  October 

9-12 Melia Habana Hotel, 

Havana

30th International 

Havana Trade Fair. 

November 4 - 10 

Expocuba, Havana

Havana International Ballet 

Festival 

October 28 - November 6 

Theaters thruout Havana

“Cuba-Salud 2012” 

International Health 

Convention 

December 3 - 7 

Havana Convention Palace

2012 “Baila en 

Cuba” World Dancers 

Meeting

 November 25 - 30 

Venues thruout Havana

COMING
2012 International Convention 

on Agricultural Engineering 

and 5th CUBARIEGO 2012 

International Congress on 

Irrigation and Drainage 

October 16 - 19

 Havana Convention Palace.
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An interactive museum with over 100 repro-

ductions of inventions by Renaissance man, 

Leonardo da Vinci (1492-1519), was brought to 

Havana by the Anthropos Foundation, which 

has sponsored similar exhibitions in Vancouver, Canada, and 

Las Vegas, USA, as well as in Brazil and Chile.

As an introduction to the interactive machines and other 

marvelous inventions from Leonardo da Vinci’s projects and 

designs, a giant print hangs at the entrance of the White Hall 

of the Museum of Sacred Art of the Basilica Menor of the  

Convent of St. Francis of Assisi, in Old Havana.

“The genius of Leonardo da Vinci” is a replica of the original 

Complesso Monumentali di S. Maria del Popolo collection in 

Rome, based on the sketches by da Vinci. These are contained 

in the Codex Atlanticus, the twelve-volume, bound set of 

drawings and writings by Leonardo da Vinci that includes 

most of his scientific inventions.

Brought to Havana by the Italian Foundation and the Havana 

City Historian’s Office, the exhibition offers a comprehensive 

overview of Leonardo’s views on flight, war, civil engineering 

and architecture, painting, physics, mechanics, and many 

other topics.

Models of a bicycle, submarine, parachute, portable bridge, 

mirror chamber, wind-up car and the constant rotational 

speed mechanism can be seen in this exhibit.

They all are exact reproductions of his designs with the 

same measurement that are indicated in his notes. They all 

represent the dreams of Da Vinci —to move, to travel— and 

a prelude to what would later become great inventions. 

“Together, they constitute Da Vinci’s entire universe”, said 

a in i
By Ana Laura Arbesú  /  Photos by Vladimir Molina 
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Sergio Terni, Antrhopos representative, in an interview with 

Cubaplus. “We want children to enjoy it; it’s an exhibition for 

them, for schools, for all the people interested in the work of 

this great researcher.”

Skilled artisans under the supervision of engineers designed 

the pieces and conceived the show as a dynamic and 

interactive museum. The machines are based on the artisans’ 

meticulous and lengthy studies of Leonardo’s codices.

Visitors have the chance to interact with the works and 

learn how they operate. They may be “touched by hand” said 

Modesto Veccia, president of Anthropos.

Together with the exhibition, several explanatory plaques 

provide scientific information about the origin of each piece 

in six languages: English, Spanish, Italian, French, German 

and Russian.

Documentaries on Da Vinci’s most famous designs are also 

part of the exhibit. “They greatly help to understand the ideas 

of this Renaissance genius”, said Veccia.

A neurosurgeon by profession, anthropologist and science 

lover, Veccia fell in love with Havana and its people. He 

returned to Rome with several ideas in mind that will bring 

him back to Havana. Although he would not tell us what those 

ideas were, we can say they are linked to wildlife, another 

major project by Anthropos.

Since its debut in Florence in 1998, and after several tours 

of Italy and Europe, the Anthropos Foundation settled in 

Rome in 2003, and has made its first stop in Havana. “This is 

the starting point for other joint projects. Right now we are 

working on the next Da Vinci-themed show, which we will 

renew every six months or so”, said Veccia.
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By Jesús Adonis Martínez
Photos by Prensa Latina 

Celebrated Cuban artists, such as ballet 

dancers Carlos Acosta and José Manuel 

Carreño, jazz pianist Gonzalo Rubalcaba, 

painters Pedro Pablo Oliva, Roberto Fabelo 

and Flavio Garciandía, all have something in common. All 

of them attended, at some point in their lives, Cuba’s art  

schools, discovering the subtle mysteries of artistic 

creation.

Every day in Cuba, there are 10,000 students in 47 art 

schools. These include 21 professional postsecondary 

schools and one university, the Higher Institute of 

Art (ISA in Spanish). For the 2012-2013 school year, 

new paths have been envisioned for transforming and 

updating teaching methods across the country.

The Cuban government’s priorities include the training of 

new generations of artists, artists who will not only shed 

new light on the future with prestigious individual work, 

but also preserve the levels of creative skills attained by 

art as a whole on the island. Let’s not forget that Cuba’s 

arts have won international recognition: its music, dance, 

sculpture and painting virtuosos.

Still, all educational systems need some adjustments 

from time to time to keep them in sync with contemporary 

trends and to put them on the path to new horizons. That 

is why, since the very beginning of the 2012-2013 season,  

new experimental initiatives have been mandated at the 

Eduardo Abela Provincial Art School in Artemisa, southwest 

of Havana. It will serve as a pilot assessing the relevance of 

a set of changes, before its general application throughout 

the rest of the country’s art schools, said Rafael Bernal, 

Cuba’s Culture Minister.

During a conversation with Cubaplus, Bernal said that the 

purpose of the experiment is to look for the ties between 

each of the specialties, basing itself on a “comprehensive” 

conception of culture and art as its expression.

“That was the model at ENA (National School of Art) at its 

origins in the 1950’s. Many renowned Cuban artists have  

said those were the best times for art education in Cuba. “That  

is why art should be conceived comprehensively, not in 

a fragmented way. The various manifestations should 

complement one another,” said Bernal.

According to Bernal, these changes will comprise more 

rigorous curriculums, to achieve increasingly better  and 

more cohesive results. This need for greater coherence 

goes hand in hand with an even greater need for optimizing  

the use of facilities and resources. The Cuban government 

Jazz pianist Gonzalo Rubalcaba.

afael ernal  C a  C lt re ini ter.
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spends a large part of its budget each year to finance  

these schools. Many supplies, such as paintbrushes, canvas, 

dance shoes, musical instruments must be imported, which is  

very costly for a country that is not rich.

The Eduardo Abela Provincial Art School, with an enrollment 

of 228 students in music, dance, ballet, painting and sculpture, 

is at the centre of this experiment. There is another school in 

Bayamo, in eastern Cuba, which also links together different 

artistic disciplines. “We are trying to gather the best experiences 

to implement them in the future. I wish it could be next year,  

but I think this should be a slow and well-thought out process”, 

Bernal added.

A total of some 1,200 art school students graduate 

every year, and Bernal said he is extremely satisfied with 

the availability of qualified teachers for maintaining 

the level of quality attained by Cuba in its art education  

and for further changes for the better in the future.

Dancer Carlos Acosta 
and partner.

Viaje fantástico en el 
super gallo Blanco by 
Roberto Fabelo.
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From November 22 to 24 of this year, the Riviera 

Maya Jazz Festival celebrates its 10th anniversary. 

This impressive event has become the flagship of 

its kind in Mexico, and is now recognized as one 

of the ten best Jazz Festivals in the world.

10 years after having started this adventure, the director 

of the Jazz Festival, musician Fernando Toussaint, talks 

about the early years, the challenges, the stories and the 

importance of the event, which since the year 2002 has 

brought together national and international musicians in  

a unique setting on one of the most spectacular beaches  

of the world in the center of Playa del Carmen.

The Jazz Festival originates from a conversation between 

friends, remembers Fernando. During a get together, Jean 

Agarrista, who is the president of the Riviera Maya Hotel 

Association, introduces Fernando to Martin Ruiz, who at that 

moment was the director of the Riviera Maya Destination 

Marketing Office.

From the beginning, the interest was to bring Jazz music 

to the people and to organize a high quality international 

event in the destination that would be an added value for 

those vacationing in Riviera Maya. The enthusiasm was 

overwhelming, but the budget very limited, and the first year 

the cast was basically Mexican talent. The exception was 

the master George Duke, who as a favor to us accepted to 

perform, charging way below his normal fee. Approximately 

2000 people attended the first edition of the festival.

Over these 10 years, more than half a million people enjoyed 

the Riviera Maya Jazz Festival , and close to 100 groups and 

musicians of the jazz genre  including George Duke, Four 

Play, Sergio Mendes, Herbie Hancock, Ivan Lins and Stanley 

Clarke have performed on its stage. 

years
of Jazz in Riviera Maya
1
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This has contributed to providing Riviera Maya with the 

label of being a cosmopolitan world-class destination. 

Achieving this has not been easy, one of the main challenges 

of the festival is the limited budget that is has always had 

considering the magnitude of the event and the high level of 

celebrities that have performed throughout the years. 

Particularly difficult was the 2005 edition of the festival, 

remembers Fernando.  The weather conditions put the 

performances of some of the artists at risk, because only a few 

weeks prior to the festival the destructive hurricane “Wilma” 

had hit the northern part of the state of Quintana Roo, and its 

ravages were still present in the form of heavy rainfall.

Another harsh moment was the loss of Eugenio Toussaint 

in February of 2011, brother of Fernando and considered 

a legend within the Mexican jazz scene. He was the most 

representative musician of this genre in Mexico and, together 

with his band Sacbé, he performed in almost all editions of 

the Riviera Maya Jazz Festival.

As in all stories, there have been interesting and funny 

anecdotes as well, like when the manager of George Benson, 

upon arrival at Cancun International Airport, thought that 

Fernando was the driver of the limousine.

A decade later, the Riviera Maya Jazz festival has gained 

international fame because the musicians and the staff 

that accompanies the groups on tours speak highly of the 

organization of the festival, says Fernando. “That has helped 

to spread the word internationally; several fellow musicians 

have told me openly that musicians care a lot for this festival, 

precisely because the conditions are optimal. We have gone 

to great lengths to ensure that the technical conditions are 

optimal, the security very strict, and that the treatment of 

the musicians, the logistics, the transportation and the host 

hotels are top notch” states the musician.

It is hard to imagine Riviera Maya without its Jazz Festival. 

Those who have been there and have sat in the powdery white 

sand of the beach underneath the stars while enjoying the 

night breeze that accompanies the performance of the artists 

cannot but wish a long life to this great event. For now, during 

its 10th anniversary, the Riviera Maya Jazz Festival celebrates 

with a spectacular lineup starring Nortec, Pete Escovedo, 

Victor Wooten, Poncho Sanchez, Big Band Joe D’Etienne, 

Level 42, Wayne Shorter, John Scofield and Aguamala.

The event is free of charge and promises to be one of the 

best, so do not miss it!
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Dozens of special events and activities, taking 

place from now until December 21st 2012, invite 

visitors to explore Cancun’s culture and heritage 

while celebrating the destination’s rebirth in the 

year 2012, which closes out the traditional Mayan calendar 

and welcomes a new era.

For centuries, the world has speculated on the year 2012, 

which was calculated by the ancient Mayans and announces 

the end of an era and the beginning of a new age. While 

individuals throughout the world draw their own conclusions 

about what will happen on December 21, 2012, Cancun has 

embraced this important day, welcoming thousands of visitors 

from all over the world to celebrate a “new beginning”.

Cancun invites locals and guests to think and behave 

differently by exploring humanity’s evolution, and redefining 

experiences in the land of the Mayans. Guests visiting Cancun 

will share in the destination’s renewal, offering more than just 

sun and beaches, but also culture, gastronomy, adventure and 

self-renewal. 

Xcaret, Cancun’s eco-archeological park, offers several 

themed events for families to explore Mayan culture in a fun, 

interactive way.

From October 30 to November 2, Xcaret invites visitors to 

learn about Mayan history and its diverse characteristics 

across regions through the Day of the Dead. Visitors will get to 

learn and personally experience traditions and cultures. 

ir  of a Ne  ge
in Can un
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The special nightly show called Xcaret Mexico Espectacular 

will commemorate the Mayan culture between December 

1 and 21 in the Tlachco area of the park. Also, The Island 

restaurant will offer Xcaret guests the opportunity to 

celebrate together the rebirth of the Mayan calendar on 

the night of December 21 at a gala dinner that will include 

dancing, a traditional meal, and a special tribute.

Among other celebrations, The Maya had four cosmic 

directions represented by four different colored trees. The 

sacred trees were believed to be a way to communicate 

directly with the Gods. From December 1 to 22, guests are 

invited to re-enact this tradition by sending their messages 

to the Gods using the sacred trees.  

The ecological Xel-ha park, which has the largest natural 

aquarium in the world with a large lagoon that juts into 

the Caribbean Sea, will also be hosting events to celebrate 

the destination’s renewal. These events include monthly 

yoga and meditation sessions by the ocean, offering 

guests harmony and peace with a breathtaking backdrop 

and candlelight ceremonies in the evenings for guests to 

celebrate the coming of the new era. The park will host a 

nightly dinner party from December 17 to 22, where guests 

can observe and learn about the sky from local astronomers 

as they explain Mayan astronomical predictions.

There are other events and unique activities visitors can 

find throughout the destination, including some at many 

of the resorts, which are designed to honor the rebirth 

of the destination while highlighting all that Cancun has  

to offer. 

Other activities recommend that visitors should explore 

the regenerative therapies of massages and temazcal 

treatments offered throughout the destination, which 

combine the ancient wisdom of pre-Columbian cultures.

Cancun encourages visitors to take a swim in the crystal clear 

waters of the many sinkholes in the region, which Mayans 

considered to have calming and purifying properties. 

Visitors can be part of a mystical journey to the Mayan 

underworld as they travel between stalactites and 

stalagmite dripstones, emerging as new beings.

By rappelling through the air while dropping seeds in the 

forest of Quintana Roo, guests can leave their mark on the 

area and on the earth. 

Cancun is a multicultural destination where people from 

all over the world go to bask in the sun on powdery-sand 

beaches, relax at world-class hotels, swim in the turquoise 

ocean water, enjoy one of the world’s most important 

gastronomic destinations, visit ancient Mayan temples and 

experience unparalleled adventure activities.

This is the perfect time for visitors to travel to Cancun 

to recharge their energies under the Caribbean sun and 

embrace a civilization that studies show dates back to 

2600 BC while marveling at the ancient Mayan ruins or 

challenging oneself to experience something new like 

swim with a whale shark or dive into a cenote. 

Just as Times Square in New York City is the most exciting 

place to ring in a new year, Cancun is the only place people 

will want to be to celebrate the beginning of a new era.

The Cancun Convention and Visitors Bureau invites visitors 

to the CVB’s web page to stay informed of news and events, 

as well as hotels, spas, and restaurants throughout Cancun 

that will present new and exciting products and festivities  

to honor the Mayans. 

 For more information, visit the Cancun Convention 
and Visitors Bureau website at: www.cancun.travel. 
Follow us on Twitter @CancunCVB, “LIKE” us on 
Facebook page at http://www.facebook.com/can-
cuncvb browse through our videos on YouTube at:  
http://www.youtube.com/user/cancuntravel and 
share your pictures of Cancun on our Flickr site at: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/22572360@N07/.
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Ángel Ramírez, born in Havana in 1954, is one of 

the best known engravers and painters in Cuban 

modern arts, today. His work reflects great 

imagination and polished technique. His intelligent 

appropriation of medieval iconography is his unmistakable 

style, which cannot be confused with any other.

Ramírez’s work seems to confirm that boundaries between 

different art manifestations are now quite obsolete. Through 

his images, full of sharpness and humour, he transmits his 

social awareness, his perception of the world he lives in. His 

work reflects, among other things, the eternal conflict between  

good and bad, power, freedom, justice.

His impressive career is characterized by many exhibitions, 

with titles that reflect his sarcastic sense of humour: “Fragilidad 

Capilar” (Hair Fragility), “Cabezas de Familia” (Family Heads), 

“PC a todo” (PC to All), “Ángel agrabado” (Aggravated Angel), 

“Menudos Pedazos” (Small Pieces), or “Café de la Bodega” 

(Coffee from the Store). He has also participated in more than 

100 collective exhibitions in Cuba and abroad. Moreover, many 

of his works are included in collections in several countries.

By Mireya Castañeda
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A 1982 graduate of the Higher Institute of Art (ISA), Ramírez 

owns a gallery-workshop on Los Oficios Street, right in  

the heart of Havana’s colonial district, since 2005. It was right 

there at the “Sixth Door” gallery — named that way “because it’s  

the sixth door from the stairs” says Ramirez —  where I 

interviewed him.

You are considered a painter of the 1980’s generation, which 

some critics consider to be legendary. Can you explain what 

that means?

“Since the 1960’s, art has been studied for decades. Everything 

before was the avant-garde. You have the 1960’s with painters 

like Raúl Martínez, Antonia Eiriz and Humberto Peña. The 

revolution had just triumphed and there was a very strong 

movement, things were pretty dynamic.”

“The 1970’s arrived with the first art school graduates and a 

great group of artists emerged. People like Nelson Domínguez, 

Pedro Pablo Oliva and Flora Fong produced a poetic art that 

moves around Cuban and socialist surrealism, the revolution’s 

poetic art.”

“In the 1980’s, there was a break. Questions arose and that’s 

what makes it so legendary and what makes that generation 

so appealing. There was also a break from the formal point 

of view and the birth of an installation movement, of people 

making things closely related to Cuba’s cultural roots. It’s a 

more pondered art.”

11  ala artero  oi  on anvas  
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“When I graduated from ISA, I was a little older than those 

who made art during the break of the 1980’s, and younger than 

the 1970’s artists. Some people say I’m between those two 

generations. I do not consider myself to be a part of either group. I 

worked doing engravings, which is a slower art, even though there 

were engravers who fit perfectly into the 1980’s generation.”

“The point is that I think I have my own way of doing things.”

Is there a contradiction between the painter and the engraver?

“No, my painting work, especially in its early stages, has a lot of 

graphic elements. When I started, my painting had many qualities 

of engraving and still does. I have continued making engravings at 

the same time. It helps in painting by giving it order. 

A constant aspect in both your work and titles is humour…

“There was a time when there was a lot of humour in my work, 

but I no longer have such a distinct humour. In any case, it was 

more of a reflective humour, not a joke. As you can see, it’s quite a 

medieval, European and even sometimes Slavic imagery, from the 

orthodox religious iconography. I don’t use it so much anymore.”

Why the Middle Ages?

The first reason is that back in the 1990’s, Cuba, to me, seemed 

very medieval. The rhythm was very slow; people completed one 

task per day. Later people turned a lot to handmade solutions. It 

was a time when everybody used to wear sandals made in the 

Cathedral Square. Today, I believe there is a difference. We are, in a 

sense, creating the town. On the other hand, these images are very 

cold, and symbolic and can easily represent other things. There is 

also a hierarchy, and that’s another subject I’m interested in. The 

relationship among people in a vertical society.”

And family?

“Family is also a power structure. When the subject of my art is 

family, it is the classic family, the one with the biggest structure. In 

my exhibition Cabezas de Familia (Family Heads) there is the painting 

that the exhibition is named after, that depicts three severed heads 

at the top of the group. Here, the humour is more sarcastic.”

When someone goes to see your exhibit, what do you want them 

to see?

“Sometimes people think it’s religious. They get confused 

and when they finally realize it’s not religious, it gives me great 

satisfaction. When they see it’s another story, that’s good.”1  A nto Pen iente  oi  on oo  
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Are you preparing a new exhibition?

“The next one is in December, in Miami. It is based on a show that 

has been in Merida, Mexico, ‘Sello de familia’ (Family Seal). It is a 

mix of engraving and painting. It has to do with the idea of a group 

of people and what makes them different and similar. It’s going to 

be called ‘Mi tía se llama Cacha’ (My aunt’s name is Cacha), a phrase 

by Cuban author, playwright and poet Virgilio Piñera, talking about 

absurdity.”

Visiting the “Sexta Puerta” (Sixth Door) allows one to see the 

strength of the brushstrokes on the canvas, the codes emanating 

from engravings. And if, by chance, you find Angel Ramírez working 

there, the experience becomes a magnificent one.
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email: 4monos@cubarte.cult.cu / www.amramirez.com
Taller La 6ta Puerta
Oficios no. 6 esq. Obispo, altos, Plaza de Armas
La Habana Vieja. La Habana, Cuba
(53 7) 860 6866 (53 5) 282 6485
Angel Ramírez   www.artnet.com/AngelRamirez.html

Contact 
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The unique swimwear 

line, Nicolita, takes sun-

bathers on a journey 

through 1940’s Cuba. 

Behind the line is Nicole Di Rocco, a 

California girl with two nostalgic 

Cuban parents. Her parent’s sepia-

toned photographs, memories and 

native language, inspired Di Rocco 

to start Nicolita, a swimwear line, in 2002, upon graduating 

from USC. Nicolita has been picking up steam ever since, 

projecting their memories and Di Rocco’s interpretation 

of them. Now, after having recently launched its latest 

Spring/Summer catalogue on Cuban soil, the American-made 

bathing suit line is on top.

The diverse tropical style of Cuba was the inspiration for this 

recent collection. The vibrant colored buildings in the streets of 

Habana Vieja, the amazing teal colored ocean off the shores of 

Cienfuegos, and the rich Cuban history of Trinidad set the stage 

for these beautiful images. Nicolita’s signature Cuban-style 

bottom and unique styles have set itself apart in the swimwear 

industry. Designing for Latina curves, Nicolita has reached a 

multi-cultural consumer who wants flattering styles that are 

conservative and sexy. The Cuban-Style Bottom has a No-Pinch 

Fit elastic waist, coverage on the hips, and a heart-shaped 

backside. Sizes run generous and wider for maximum comfort 

with the right amount of caliente coverage.

Growing up in Irvine, California, Nicole Di Rocco saw Cuba as a 

dream. In 2009, President Obama lifted the embargo on travel 
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for Cuban-Americans, and Di Rocco realized that her time had 

come to travel to the country that served as her muse. “To 

connect with your roots, you’re unlocking things in your future,” 

she said. NUVO TV, a network with Spanish content in English, 

documented her story for its Pastport series, PASTPORT: 

CUBA. The Search for Nicolita followed Di Rocco and her family 

as she connected her past to her present. Di Rocco served as 

executive producer on the documentary and it was just recently 

nominated for an Emmy.

“As I was learning about my culture, it developed my brand 

because I was trying to understand that culture,” she said. “It was 

all stories and photos to me. I didn’t know if I would ever be able to 

see this island.” The experience not only brought her family closer 

— her parents hadn’t been back in 49 years — but it also helped 

her understand what she was trying to say with her fashion.

Growing up a stone’s throw from Newport Beach, where she 

rode her beach cruiser and sun-bathed with friends, Di Rocco 

never considered that there was more to her love for the sun 

and sand. “I’ve always had a connection with the beach; 

however, I didn’t really understand why,” she said. “My mom 

grew up going to the beach in Cuba. My dad grew up going to the 

beach as well, so it’s in my blood to have that beach lifestyle.”

When she moved to Los Angeles, it did not take long for the 

coast to lure her. Di Rocco now resides in Malibu, California. The 

designer spends her days in Nicolita swimsuits and cover-ups, 

if the weather permits, she said. It’s not hard when you live on 

the beach in Malibu. Her day-to-day life, which includes fishing 

and boating with her husband Phillip, inspires her to keep 

her styles sexy and comfortable, she said.
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For more information about 

Nicolita swimwear, visit 

www.mynicolita.com
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Surrounded by the greenery and 

beauty of its garden, the Bella-

Habana restaurant, with Cuban 

and international specialties, has  

gained a reputation as having some of the best 

cuisine in Havana.

All those visiting the BellaHabana restaurant 

feel a difference from the very moment 

they enter the mansion where it is located, 

on one of the busiest streets in Havana. 

With a feel of 1950’s Havana, and tastefully 

decorated with pictures of relevant historical 

places and personalities of the largest city in 

Cuba, clients are welcomed with style and 

elegance.

BellaHabana has room for some 50 guests 

and has three main dining rooms (the 

Main, Golden and Green) and a solarium. 

The latter is reserved for smokers and for 

clients wishing to have a snack or drink  

outdoors. The menu is undoubtedly desig-

ned for the most demanding of palates. 

After savouring a delicious appetizer, try 

some of the main dishes like Avila’s Pork 

Loin, Caribbean Queen Rabbit, Tamarind 

ee ing e 
magic of flavour

By Lucía Arboláez
Photos by Jorge Pérez and restaurant’s courtesy
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Sauce Lamb, Peppered Fillet, Parmesan Sir-

loin, and Cuban recipes like Ropa Vieja (Beef 

Stew), Vaca Frita (Cuban Shredded Beef)  

and Cuban-Style Potato and Beef Stew.

For those who prefer pizza or pasta, Bella-

Habana has a wide selection of each. Last but 

not least, patrons are encouraged to sample 

the diverse menu of spirits and cocktails the 

house has to offer. Customers wishing spe-

cial dishes not included in the menu need 

only to ask, and they will be accommoda-

ted with the restaurant’s usual terrific and  

attentive service.

Despite opening only recently, the Be-

llaHabana seems destined to become—  

if it is not already— a must for both locals 

and visitors to the Cuban capital. It is hard to 

find such a place, with diverse and delicious  

food, a great location, and such reasonable 

prices.
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Bellahabana Cocktail 
Refreshing and tropical drink

Ingredients and preparation:

Take six large shrimp tails and a previously  

filleted fish, opened in the middle and shell  

shaped, that will later be seasoned, grilled and 

decorated with green sauce.

After cleaning and cooking the shrimp tails, 

they should be placed on the fillet’s opening, 

as if they were jutting out from the shell. Once 

prepared, pour over a previously prepared 

green sauce and surround with crunchy  

potatoes.

Green sauce preparation:

Prepare an unsalted chiken broth and add  

onions, parsley and green peppers and cook 

until thick. Add a teaspoon of olive oil.

2 oz of vodka

6 oz of pineapple juice

½ oz of Kontiki liqueur  

(based on exotic fruits)

Ice cubes

Fill a champagne flute cup with 

ice cubes and add vodka and 

pineapple juice. Slowly add the liqueur while 

stirring with a cocktail spoon. 

Decorate with pineapple slices 

to shape a crown.

Verdehabana
A plentiful and delicious dish

To reserve, please call (53 7) 203 8364
Address: Calle 6ta. No. 512, Miramar, Havana

Open Monday to Sunday, from noon to midnight. 
www.bellahabana.com
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Co er ia i a ora e Servi ios i os Cubanos  S

So i  Na iona  
ea are Sys e

Today, Cuba has great prestige in the fi eld 

of Medical Sciences and steady develo-

pment in health care. The implemen-

tation of groundbreaking treatments, 

the application of new techniques, and the training 

of highly professional staff  is a testament to this. 

That said, Comercializadora de Servicios Médicos 

Cubanos, S.A. (SMC) off ers a varied set of health-

care programs in Cuba. Cubaplus interviewed SMC 

President Ismael Castillo Garcia on the prospects of 

such programs.

Cuba’s health services, with their diversity and 

scientifi c rigor, constitute one of the strongest op-

tions for development in the Cuban economy. What 

are the company’s projections for the near future?

Continuing with SMC health services, our 2012-

2013 commercial portfolio is being prepared, with, 

among its objectives, the development of travelling 

medical teams. It will also strengthen its alliances 

with diff erent scientifi c research centres and bo-

ost programs targeted to the elderly. The same is 

intended for bariatric surgery and the health and 

wellness programs, as part of an interesting and 

ambitious project to develop Tarara City, which in 

future will be called Ciudad Salud (Health City).

What services are more in demand nowadays and 

how do they include postgraduate courses?

SMC off ers a wide range of academic services 

that take shape in the diff erent teaching facilities 

of Medical Universities in Cuba. The latter have a 

longstanding tradition of medical training and in 

teaching other specialties such as stomatology, 
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nursing degree programs, and health psychology 

and health technology degree programs distribu-

ted in eight profi les. The latter include imaging, 

optometry and optics, clinical bioanalysis, com-

prehensive rehabilitation, nutrition and dietetics, 

speech and language, hygiene-epidemiology and 

health information systems.

In addition, as an academic destination, Cuba 

off ers possibilities in more than 50 specialties in-

cluding clinical, surgical, public health, biomedical 

and other categories. Also, there are increasin-

gly appealing doctorate and masters programs, 

established in several internationally recognized 

 health centres, which can be customized according 

to the most demanding applications.

Regarding professional training, in great demand 

are short training courses organized for partici-

pants to acquire professional capacities in all the 

specialties of health sciences. These are cour-

ses covering basic and advanced techniques in 

minimally invasive surgery, obstetric sonography, 

advanced oral surgery and dental implantology, 

just to name a few. They are greatly welcomed 

in the health community that chooses Cuba to 

distinguish itself professionally.

Nowadays there are 15 facilities with high tech, 

biotechnology equipment and leading products. 

How are those services included in health tourism 

services and what are the plans to expand them?

SMC’s real strength lies in the fi rmness of the 

National Health System. It not only uses the latest 

technology provided by the system, but also utilizes 

its most precious asset, an arsenal of highly trained 

specialists with vast research and academic expe-

rience ready to satisfy all clients’ requirements.

There are more than twenty hospitals and clinics 

off ering medical programs in all specialties. Some 

of these programs were developed in cooperation 

with several renowned Cuban scientifi c institutions, 

and include a wide range of products originating 

from the biotechnology fi eld. Among them, stands 

out Heberprot-P, a product used in the treatment of 

diabetic foot, and the much-in-demand use of 

monoclonal antibodies, Nimotuzumab and the 

CimaVax-EGF vaccine, in cancer.
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For many, he was the greatest amateur boxer the 

world has ever seen, and among the best in any 

boxing category. Everyone agrees that a history of 

the Olympic Games would be incomplete without 

mentioning Cuban boxer Teofilo Stevenson Lawrence. 

The man who ended U.S. dominance in the amateur 

heavyweight division refused, on countless occasions, to sign 

a professional contract that would have filled his pockets  

with easy money, by winning almost every time he stepped  

into a ring.

From his international debut at the 1971 Pan American 

Games, in Cali, Colombia, to his final goodbye at the Reno 

World Championships in 1986, he was always in the limelight. 

Closely followed by the media, he was the most respected 

boxer among fans and opponents, thanks to his famous 

knockout punch. 

Gold medals in three different Olympic Games earned him 

recognition as one of the most extraordinary heavyweight 

amateur boxers, and one of the greatest of all time in 

any division. He won his first gold medal in Munich, 

in 1972, when he fought Duanne Bobick, the gold 

medalist from the 1971 Pan American Games. Bobick  

had beaten Stevenson previously and was considered 

“the Great White Hope” by the American press, which 

also speculated that he would obscure the reign of 

legendary boxers Joe Louis and Muhammad Ali. 

However, in the 1972 Games, Bobick got a taste of the 

Cuban’s powerful right hand that knocked him out, 

earning Stevenson the gold medal. 

The Cuban boxer went on to win world titles in Havana, 

in 1974, in Belgrade, in 1978, and in Reno, in 1986. The first 

two were won in the heavyweight division and the third, in 

the super heavyweight division. 

Muhammad Ali and Teófilo Stevenson.

Stevenson was the most respected boxer of his time thanks to his famous knockout punch. 
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He also claimed consecutive Olympic gold medals in Munich 

in 1972, in Montreal in 1976, and in Moscow in 1980, not to 

mention his general dominance in the Central American and 

Caribbean Games in Santo Domingo in 1974, and in Havana  

in 1982. 

He was crowned national champion 11 times, and won nine 

gold medals in the Cuban international Giraldo Cordova Cardin 

in Memoriam tournament, where he faced competition that, 

at the time, was considered stronger than that of the World 

Championships. Stevenson’s power was devastating and on 

more than one occasion, he knocked out his opponent using 

only his jab. He would eventually win all of the awards conferred 

by the International Amateur Boxing Association (AIBA), which 

included the Val Balker Cup, awarded to the best boxer on  

the planet, and the Fair Play trophy for his sportsmanship. 

Impeccable record 

Stevenson was born on March 29, 1952 in the town of the 

Delicias, now the Puerto Padre municipality, in eastern Las 

Tunas province. 

He made boxing history in the continental events. In the 1971 

Pan American Games in Colombia he lost in the semifinals to 

Duanne Bobick, the same boxer he would beat a year later, 

in a match that would launch him to stardom at the Munich 

Olympics. 

Four years later, Stevenson was already a star without much 

opposition to speak of, and won gold in the Pan American Games 

in Mexico, in 1975, and again in San Juan, in 1979. Unlike some 

boxers of his generation and almost all who came after him, 

Stevenson had, in his own country, a fierce rival, Angel Milian 

from Pinar del Rio province. The two boxers bravely fought in 

well-remembered bouts. 

However, it was not against Milian that Stevenson lost the 

most matches. It was against Igor Visotsky, a then unknown 

Russian fighter with limited technical skills, but remarkable 

resistance, who defeated Stevenson both times they fought. 

The first time was at the Cordova Cardin tournament in 1973, 

and the second time was three years later at the international 

tournament in Minsk. Visotsky was the only boxer in the world 

that managed such a feat without suffering the vengeance  

of the iron-fisted Cuban. 

Visotsky never became number one in his own country, the 

Soviet Union, where there were many high quality fighters in 

the heavyweight division. For this reason, he considered the 

two victories over Stevenson as his greatest accomplishment. 

In 2006, Visotsky mentioned in an interview that the Cuban 

was like a brother to him, and that he had never seen a fighter 

like him: “I still believe today he is the greatest amateur boxer 

of all time and all civilizations,” he said. 

Stevenson retired from boxing shortly after the 1988 Summer 

Olympics, but continued to be regularly invited to prestigious 

tournaments around the world, not only due to his position as 

the vice president of the Cuban Boxing Federation, but for his 

great legacy. 

After a life spanning six decades, four of which were devoted 

to the sport of boxing, the man known as the Cuban Giant 

passed away on June 11, 2012, but will forever enjoy the love 

and respect of his people and of boxing fans around the world.
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By Yamile Gonzalez Luguera

Located in the Gulf of Batabano, some 162 

kilometers south of Havana, Isla de la Juventud 

(The Isle of Youth) was discovered by Christopher 

Columbus on June 13, 1494, during his second 

voyage to the New World. It may be the Cuban region that 

has been renamed the most. 

Columbus was the fi rst to name it. He called it St. John the 

Evangelist. But between the 16th and 18th centuries it was 

known as Isla de las Cotorras (“Isle of Parrots”), because of 

the large number of these birds living there, and also Isla del 

Tesoro (“Treasure Island”), because of an old legend about the 

existence of chests full of jewels and gold coins buried there 

at a time when the island served as a refuge for pirates. 

Indigenous Cubans called it Siguanea, Camaraco or Guanaja. 

However, the name that lasted longest was Isle of Pines, 

for the pine forests covering most of it. It was not until 1978 

that it was renamed as Isle of Youth. The name was due to 

the thousands of young students who arrived from diff erent 

developing countries to study in schools on the island. 

At present, around 2,300 students from four continents are 

on the island, including those participating in a new training 

program for Latin American doctors, and others studying to 

be teachers. 

It was not until the 19th century that the Spanish crown 

decided to colonize the island, the second-largest Cuban 

island and the seventh largest in the West Indies (after Cuba 

itself, Hispaniola, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Trinidad, and Andros 
P nta el te Cave  nown a  the i tine 
Cha el of C an ave art.
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Island). Its capital, Nueva Gerona, was 

founded on December 17, 1830. 

The island, the largest of the Los Cana-

rreos archipelago comprising 672 keys 

and islets, has a rugged coastline and lush 

vegetation. 

The main transportation to the island is 

boat and aircraft. Hydrofoils (kometas) 

and motorized catamarans make the trip 

between the southern coastal town of 

Batabano, in Mayabeque province, and 

Nueva Gerona in two to three hours. A 

much slower and larger cargo ferry takes 

around six hours to make the crossing. 

There is also an air connection from Havana 

to Nueva Gerona. 

Isla de la Juventud became a special muni-

cipality (2,419 km2), not part of any pro-

vince, in 1976. It is, therefore, administered 

directly by the central government of 

Cuba.

Hotel Colon eva erona Har or

P nta Fran e

i ht view of eva erona

 The province has only one municipality, 

also named Isla de la Juventud. Its main 

communities are Nueva Gerona, Santa Fe 

and La Demajagua, all surrounded by the 

green hills of the Sierra Caballo and Sierra 

Las Casas, providing a splendid sight. 

Those who choose to spend their vaca-

tions on this island have a wide range of 

accommodation including Gaviota Hotels, 

La Cubana, The Isla de la Juventud villa, El 

Colony, Isla Azul, Rancho del Tesoro, and 

the camping area Arenas Negras. 

Before the 1959 Revolution, the area was 

known for being home to the Presidio 

Modelo prison facilities, built between 

1926 and 1928 during the rule of President-

turned-dictator Gerardo Machado. It is a 

prison complex with five circular buildings, 

each with a Panopticon design that consists 

of a circular structure with an “inspection 

house” at its centre, from which the staff 

of the institution watched the inmates, 

who were placed around the perimeter.

Some 25 survivors of the rebel attacks 

against    the  Fulgencio Batista’s dictatorship 

on July 26, 1953 at the Moncada Barracks in 

the eastern city of Santiago de Cuba, were 

imprisoned here, including Fidel Castro 

and his brother Raul Castro. These prison 

facilities were in operation until they were 

permanently closed by the government in 

1967. The prison now serves as a museum 

and was declared a National Monument, 

and the old administration building now 

serves as a school and research centre.
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José Miguel Díaz Escrich, Commodore of 

the Hemingway International Yacht Club 

of Cuba, is very grateful to Cubaplus 

magazine for this opportunity to greet 

all the participants of the Fort Lauderdale Boat 

Show and to invite them to know and support 

this Cuban nautical institution. The Hemingway 

International Yacht Club of Cuba, founded 

in 1992, has relentlessly worked in creating 

friendship and collaboration relations with the 

international nautical community.

To support and recognize the Hemingway 

International Yacht Club of Cuba you can be-

come part of its large family of 2,200 members 

from 60 countries. For more information go to 

www.hemingwayyachtclub.com and reach us via 

e-mail: 

yachtclub@cnih.mh.tur.cu

Hemingway 
International 

Yacht Club of Cuba

The economy of the Isle of Youth is based on agriculture, 

mainly citrus fruit production, and fi shing. However, the soil 

of its hills covers a variety of valuable reserves, including green, 

pink, black and white marbles.

One of its most eye-catching sites is the Lanier Swamp National 

Park, with a protected area of abundant natural treasures and 

archaeological elements, and dense tropical forests that are 

home to iguanas, parrots, birds, alligators and pigs. 

The National Punta Frances Park, in the southwestern coast, 

is a must for cruise tourists who visit the Cuban archipelago, 

where visitors can enjoy excellent beaches, water activities 

and land excursions to points of interest throughout 

the island. 

Its crystal clear water allows one to observe the beauty of the 

seabed, home to one of the best-preserved coral reefs on the 

planet. The six-mile long coastline between Punta Pedestales 

and Punta Frances ios the place to go for the activities of 

the International Diving Centre located at Hotel Colony. 

Divers have their choice among 56 diving sites, including 

those known as the Black Coral Wall, the Tunnel of Love, the 

Blue Cave, Hidden Passage, Coral Stone, Pirate Anchor and 

Small Kingdom. 

Another attraction of this small island is Bibijagua 

Beach, famous for its black sands, the result of the sea’s 

erosive action on marble rocks. Archaeology also has 

its place in the Punta del Este Caves, located in the 

southern part of the island, and known as the “Sistine 

Chapel” of Cuban art due to the great historical value 

of their indigenous red and black paintings.
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A swell of people moved, dancing, to 

the Avenue of the Port, to witness the 

traditional Burning of the Devil. It was  

the closing ceremony of the 32nd Festival 

of the Caribbean, an annual event in the eastern 

province of Santiago de Cuba.

Originally conceived as a gathering of academics 

for conferences, workshops, and talks on the cul-

ture, dance and music of the Caribbean, the event 

developed into a street party festival, taking place 

from early morning to late at night every day for  

a week in July every year.

At this year’s festival, which was dedicated to the 

Island of Martinique, the Fiesta del Fuego (Party of 

Fire) brought together some 1300 guests from 32 

countries, and showed the most distinctive traits of 

their respective cultures. 

In addition to enjoying great music and dance, and 

interesting art exhibitions, participants attended 

colloquiums and meetings regarding different aspects 

of the Caribbean.

One of the most outstanding manifestations of the 

annual festival is the Desfile de la Serpiente (Snake 

Parade) which runs from Martes Square to Céspedes 

Park, and customarily includes the participation of  

locals and visitors. This year, a mass of people danced 

to the beat of drums and performed wonderful 

choreographies, showing the spiritual wealth of the 

Caribbean and the brotherhood among its peoples.

rin  the 
Pro e ion 
of the na e.

A an e rin  the lo in  ere on

o honor e a  o e  of the ea.
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On the final day, the Conga of the Hoyos, one of the 

most celebrated events in Cuba, attracted a huge crowd 

that danced down Enramada Street to the seashore. 

There, the metaphorical Devil, represented by a wooden 

structure, was incinerated as a sort of exorcism to 

chase bad spirits away and provide good luck for the  

coming year.

fferin  to e a  o e  of the ea.
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With a history linked to American 

novelist Ernest Hemingway, El 

Floridita restaurant-bar is turning 

195 years old and continues 

to captivate the attention of both its clients  

and the most relevant culinary magazines.

From where he sat at the bar, holding a daiquiri,  

it seems as if American novelist Ernest Heming-way 

had foreseen how famous the Floridita Bar would 

become. As the Floridita turns 195, the presence of 

the author of For Whom the Bell Tolls seems to come 

alive in that same spot at the bar, through a statue, 

sculpted by Cuban artist José Villa Soberón.

However, the Cuban artist’s statue is not the only 

thing that attracts visitors to El Floridita. They 

 ori i a
urns 1 5By Roberto F. Campos
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tend to be lured by all of its offerings, and by 

the outstanding service provided by the staff. 

There are delicious dishes such as the Butterfly 

Lobster and the Papa and Mary, and of course, 

there is the Daiquiri.

The Daiquiri (a mixture of rum, lemon, sugar 

and crushed ice) is more than enough reason 

to sit at the bar. Hemingway used to drink his 

own version, called a Papa Double, with more 

rum and no sugar. He used to stand at the bar 

in shorts and sandals, ready to drink many Papa 

Doubles. History tells that when he did not have 

enough time to finish his drinks, he would take 

glasses filled with the drink home, to his Finca 

Vigia estate.

El Floridita was also the usual hangout in the 

1950’s for stars like Errol Flynn, Spencer Tracy, 

Gary Cooper, Ava Gardner, Marlene Dietrich 

and countless other Cuban and foreign 

figures. El Floridita was also listed on Esquire 

Magazine’s 1943 list of the Seven Best Bars 

in the World, and it received the Best Star 

Diamond Award in 1992, from the United 

States Academy of Gastronomic Sciences, as 

the King of Daiquiri and for being the most 

representative seafood restaurant.

The bar is the entrance to the restaurant, 

predominantly red, characterized by its decor 

and the waiters’ uniforms. Its dishes are mainly 

prepared with seafood and fish, although 

all types of Cuban cuisine is included on  

the menu.

However, the bar tends to be the focus of 

attention, with trained bartenders who are 

ready to prepare any one of some 400 local 

and international cocktails, with impressive 

celerity.

The Floridita sits on the corner of Obispo and 

Montserrate streets in a busy area of Habana 

Vieja, in the same place where it opened in 

1817, as La Piña de Plata (The Silver Pineapple), 

which is now the name of a neighboring 

business in the same building. 

Andrés Arencibia, the current manager of the 

bar-restaurant, explained that a broad program 

of anniversary activities were held throughout 

the month of July. A special one took place on 

A ove  he e le ati  ai iri.
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July 21, Hemingway’s birthday, and featured an unforgettable 

“Giant Daiquiri.” 

Celebrations also included the fourth edition of the King of 

Daiquiri Award, a competition for professional bartenders  

from Havana and other parts of Cuba. 

Today, El Floridita has a new menu for its restaurants, but it will 

always respect the traditional Cuban recipes and the personal 

tastes of its regular customers. Open every day from 11:30 am 

to midnight, its bar has space for 90 people, and the restaurant, 

which opens at noon, can accommodate 60 customers.

House Specialty. Butterfly Lobster
Use whole cooked lobster tail. Hold the lobster tail 

with the top side facing upward.  Using kitchen shears, 

cut a line through the top of the shell all the way to 

the base of the tail. Using your fingers, gently separate 

the entire lobster meat from the lobster shell, leaving 

it attached to the tail. Lightly salt and pepper, and grill 

until obtaining a golden colour. Dice it and flambé it. 

Present it with a sauce made of butter, almond and 

natural fruits.

An r  Aren i ia enter  rrent ana er of the ar re ta rant.

o al tra itional i  trio  entertain e t .
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A 275-litre daiquiri, prepared by 55 employees 

at the famous Floridita bar-restaurant in 

Havana, was the first made there specially 

for the Guinness Book of World Records.

The giant daiquiri, a symbol of the establishment, was in 

the mixing stage for a whole year, inspired by American 

novelist Ernest Hemingway, who made El Floridita, 

which is celebrating its 195th anniversary this year, his 

“headquarters” in Cuba.

The drink, which is a symbol of the house, filled a giant 

glass made by Cuban artist Lazaro Navarrete, and after 

exceeding the maximum of 250 litres, it reached 275 in 

a 33-minute task, under the supervision of the British 

Embassy.

The main ingredient was 88 bottles of  3- year- old Havana 

Club rum, which is used to prepare daiquiris for thousands 

of tourists from around the world.

It was not a record meant to be kept in a museum: after  

being duly noted, the drink was used to  fill 1,466 glasses 

and generously distributed among those in attendance at 

the record setting, many of whom were there to celebrate 

the bar-restaurant’s 195th anniversary this year.

Members of the large audience that followed the event 

via a large-screen TV placed right outside the restaurant, 

were also served a drink.

5 i res 
of Daiquiri in Havana

rin
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Along with the drink, organizers handed out a card with 

the Daiquiri recipe:

Juice from half a lime, a spoonful of white sugar, five drops 

of maraschino liqueur, one and a half ounces of three year-

old Havana Club rum and crushed ice.

The daiquiri is practically a legend, and there are several 

versions of the story of its origins. One dates back to the 

late 19th Century, when an engineer named Pagliuchi, a 

captain in the Cuban Liberation Army, was fighting against 

the Spanish colonial army.

Pagliuchi had a meeting with his U.S. colleague Jennings 

S. Cox, at the Daiquiri iron mine in the eastern city of 

Santiago de Cuba, and as he could only find gin, rum, 

sugar and lemon in Cox’s storage, he mixed them together 

to quench their thirst.

Another version takes us back to 1898, when U.S. troops 

landed on the beach near Daiquiri. General Shafter, who 

was commanding the troops, is said to have mixed rum, 

lemon and sugar and added ice to give the finishing 

touch.

Subsequently, the daiquiri’s claim to fame started in 

Havana, with the cocktails mixed by the Spanish-born 

bartender Emilio “Maragato” Gonzalez. However, it 

reached stardom when prepared by  Spaniard Constantino 

“Constante” Ribalaigua Veri, at El Floridita.
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Generally, people need to revitalize 

their work from time to time, and 

others enjoy having a spiritual 

gift and sharing it with the  

rest of us.

Among the latter is sculptor Pedro Yoan Batista 

Fuentes, born in the town of Caimito del Guayabal 

in western Cuba in 1976. With deep roots in his 

farm family, he prepared himself for what came 

most naturally to him in childhood, that is, his love 

for the land. Therefore, he studied and graduated 

as an agronomist to satisfy his family’s needs to 

preserve their farming tradition. However, it was 

as an elementary school student that he discovered 

that sculpture held an even stronger attraction.

He started by using wood, and later learned to 

u a i y e ar e
work with stone and marble, ultimately mastering 

bronze. All of this was achieved without formal 

schooling; he is self-taught.

His family was not happy about this; they could  

not understand why he would choose art when he 

had an agronomy degree. Over time, Pedro Yoan 

convinced them that his passion for expressing his 

ideas and transmitting his messages of love and 

fraternity toward people was paramount for him, 

and his family supported him in his constant search 

for ideas.

Those who admire his work include a small 

group with whom he shares his workshop in the 

countryside, and to whom he teaches his work 

techniques. This has turned him into a popular 

cultural promoter in Caimito.

Pedro Yoan nourished his art by reading every 

book on sculpting that he could get his hands on 

and by learning from the work of his idol, Agustín 

Cárdenas, an icon of the Cuban arts, who left Cuba 

By Omar Ríos González
Photos by Courtesy Pedro Yoan Batista
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in the late 1950’s. Early on, he was obligated to 

make his own sculpting tools. When better times 

came, he was able to buy tools from carpenters and 

retired masons.

His motivations are countless. He is interested in 

everything and his ideas seem to multiply, mutate 

and suggest shapes. He has no special preference 

in his work, materials or manifestations. To him, 

it is like the love of a father for his children. There 

are no distinctions. He says he has sketches 

prepared for when he finds the right material 

to work with. He is in no haste. Sometimes 

he recycles already used material into a new  

piece of art.

His love for Carrera marble has lead him to visit 

buildings in demolition process, to find a piece of a 

destroyed sculpture that he will later reshape using 

the special love he has for ancient techniques. 

In his already long life as an artist, Pedro Yoan 

has experienced much success, as national and 

foreign media critics have praised his skills and 

techniques.

Several galleries and museums have exhibited his 

work, some of which is also in the hands of private 

collectors. His sculptures have been exhibited in 

Spain, Germany, France, USA, Mexico, Panama 

and other countries. Community projects such as 

“Todas las manos”, “Basta”, and “Urbe Condita”, 

are a testament to Yoan’s altruism, for he has 

donated many of his sculptures to worthy causes. 

We envision a lot of success for Pedro Yoan in the 

near future, and predict that his love for people 

will bring him even more praise and success.

a o a.

Afianzamiento.

Femenino.
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“For me and my contemporaries, the most 

important thing about this anniversary is that 

it is also a cultural event that takes place in 

a socioeconomic environment that allowed 

master rum-makers to create something so much better 

than what has existed previously.”

With these words, Juan González Escalona, president 

of the Cuba Ron Corporation, opened his interview 

with Cubaplus magazine, on the 150th anniversary 

of light rum in Cuba. He suggested that the event 

should be, above all, a “vindication of the spirit 

of renewal that was responsible for a step forward”, 

which was the result of history, specifi c conditions, 

and of the founders’ confi dence in the envi-

ronment’s special conditions. It also resulted from 

a technological redesign of the qualitative, pro-ductive, 

commercial, and consumption possibilities of a new 

distilled product.

“This 150th anniversary puts us in a very special 

position to honour our master rum-makers and their 

commitment to continuing to search for new aromas 

and flavors, while maintaining the quality that 

distinguishes Cuban rum” added Escalona.

In honouring the company that represents the best 

of the rum tradition in Cuba and the Caribbean, 

its president referred to a more sombre and less 

15  anniversary 
of ig  ru  

in Cuba
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known fact:  “In the 1920’s, some of the first rummakers 

decided to open rum factories in Mexico and Puerto 

Rico. Their goal was to target the large US market, 

and to decrease their production costs without losing 

the prestige gained in the Cuban market. This was the 

beginning of an uprooting process, which should be 

noted on this 150th anniversary”.

“The fact remains that if a product like rum loses 

sight of its roots, it loses its human connotation, its 

feeling, the belief in the things that surrounded it at its 

birth and early development, and the ability to instill 

the values and conditions that came with it. Then it 

ceases to be what it was. I always like to insist on 

that point. The idea that the most outstanding aspect 

of this anniversary is having preserved all the links 

in the chain”, said Escalona.

“What was created in Santiago de Cuba, the things 

that made this rum’s founders consider this great 

technological and cultural step forward, and create 

something better, is still there, intact. I should also add 

that 150 years after that illuminating moment, none 

of the master rum-makers left Cuba. This meant that 

they could pass on, from generation to generation, 

until today, what is most authentic about that historic 

experience and tradition, the most precious secrets of 

the transformation of former heavy rum to this light 

one that we still enjoy today.”

In creating the Havana Club International Association 

in 1993 with French company Pernod Ricard, the Cuba 

Ron Corporation produces the Havana Club, Santiago 

de Cuba, Caney, Cubay and Varadero brands, which are 

among the best and most-appreciated products of Cuba’s 

rum catalogue. Cuba Ron also exports Legendario and 

Arecha rums, which are popular in Spain.

Aside from Havana Club rum exports, distributed by 

the Havana Club International joint venture, exports of 

the other brands mentioned number nearly a million 

cases per year. This figure should increase throughout 

2012 and 2013, when new merchandising options, 

presently being reviewed, become effective.

Also coinciding with the 150th anniversary of the 

creation of light rum in Cuba is the release, by the 

corporation, of the 25-year-old and 12-year-old San-

tiago de Cuba Extra Añejo rums. With their special 

flavour and aroma, they constitute a multifaceted 

mix of the distinctive values of their originating spirit 

together with the attributes of Santiago’s cellars and 

the vast master rum-makers experience.
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With almost two decades of experience as 

a therapeutic clown, Joan Barrington of 

Toronto recently shared some of the tools 

of the trade with members of the Cuban 

children’s theatre troupe, La Colmenita.

Barrington traveled to the island to hold an introductory 

workshop on therapeutic clowning for 13 La Colmenita artists, 

who then put their learning into practice at the William  

Soler Pediatric Teaching Hospital in Havana.

Using laughter to heal the soul and relieve the pain 

of thousands of child hospital patients is the goal of  

Barrington’s work. 

As one of the founders of the Canadian Association of 

Therapeutic Clowns, she helped start up therapeutic clown 

programs in pediatric hospitals across Canada, and is the 

founder of Therapeutic Clowns International. “My work is 

exhausting, but it is a gratifying exhaustion,” she said in an 

interview after a two-hour visit to the William Soler Hospital, 

with her Cuban pupils.

When she puts on her makeup and costume and becomes 

Bunky, her clown persona, Barrington brightens the hearts 

of children who are hospitalized, sometimes for months, 

bringing her supreme satisfaction. “It’s very hard to be a clown, 

especially a therapeutic clown,” she said. “It’s like you’re 

from another planet. You are accompanying children who, in 

addition to their physical condition, suffer from the anxiety  

and sadness that come with being in a hospital.”

The La Colmenita members who took her course are 19 to 25 

years old, but are seasoned performers, having begun their 

stage lives as children with the troupe, directed by Carlos 

Alberto Cremata. One theme they studied with Barrington 

was “finding your inner clown.”

Toge er
By Maylín Vidal  /  Photos by Manuel Muñoa
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“The idea is to put yourself at the level of the sick child, and 

create a harmonious environment, not just for the patient, but 

also for the parents, staff and visitors,” she explained. “Our 

work is about building trust through offering choices, and 

bringing imagination and inclusive play to the bedside. This 

is about the patients, not about the clown. It means being a 

playmate alongside these children in their journey through 

their illness.”

The therapy centres on play; it is in the nature of a child to 

play, Barrington noted. “Why should children stop playing just 

because they have to live in a hospital?” 

Techniques she shared with the La Colmenita members 

included how to play with a child who is in isolation, or hooked 

up to an IV or lying in bed, without invading that child’s space. 

During their visit to the hospital, the group moved from 

floor to floor, turning heads with their bright costumes, and 

using skits, tricks and sterile toys to draw smiles and laughter  

from babies, children, parents and staff.

“Seeing the children laugh has been one of the most gratifying 

experiences of my life,” said troupe member Amalia Rojas, 19, 

who began performing at the age of 4. “The clowning workshop 

gave us a new tool to bring joy to children, like we do every  

day in La Colmenita.”

The La Colmenita group will begin bringing their laugh therapy 

on a regular basis to the William Soler Hospital and other health 

centres, according to the hospital’s director.
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